
Chapter I 

THE BACKGROUND 

Section I 

The Ideolgical Background : Subhas Chandra Bose believed in the fundamentals of 

modernism. Highly educated and intellectually alert, Subhas Chandra realised the 

importance of science and in his thought system scientism or application of science to all 

round development played an important part. And his concept of scientism was inter-related 

with the ideals and ideas of nationalism, secularism, humanism, democracy and socialism as 

an integrated process. The whole mental make-up of Subhas Chandra was thoroughly 

modem as being scientifically planned, free from any preconceived bias, bigotry or 

superstition and open to restrospection and introspection for proper study and evaluation of 

the forces of change and progress taking place not only in India but also in the outside 

world. 

As an essential requisite of this modern mind, Subhas Chandra made an indepth 

study of the history of different countries - history of the revolutionary movements in those 

countries which led to their independence on the one hand, and history of their post-freedom 

national reconstruction on the other. He studied in minute details and with scientific 

precision the techniques and tactics, the modes and methods of their freedom struggle and 

post-freedom reconstruction programmes. He wanted to take lessons from these plannings. 

Thus for example he studied the revolutionary freedom movements of different countries 

like the carbonieri movement of Italy, Sinn Fein movement of Ireland, Young Turk 

movement of Turkey, Sokol youth movement of Czechoslovakia etc. 

Against this background we find him, drawing up plans and preparations for his 

valiant struggle for freedom of his beloved motherland. In this connection Lothar Frank 

wrote, "Bose studied objectively how Lenin and Stalin, deValera and Kamal Ataturk, Hitler 

and Mussolini succeeded in awakening the slumbering desires of the masses in realising 

their aims. Simultaneously he researched invo the causes of the apathy of the Indian masses 

who had bec»)me so indifferent to their misery. He studied ways of awakening and 



organising them by modem techniques and preparing them for the grim fight for the 

liberation of their Country".' 

The example of the Irish national movement with its spectacular success under 

deValera was particularly an inspiration to Bose - "The Irish struggle for liberty had been 

followed with profound sympathy by millions of Indians who were also struggling for 

national freedom at the same time, and the success of Ireland had given new heart to India"." 

He had a pragmatic and utilitarian policy in foreign affairs, modem in conception 

and was prepared for taking foreign help for liberation of their country on ground of 

expediency and not ideological affinity. He discarded anti-Axis sentimentalism of the 

Congress as unrealistic and suicidal, and informed Nehru of his disapproval of a 

sentimentalist foreign policy.^ Thus he took help of the Axis Powers like Germany. Italy 

and Japan against Britain for the liberation of India. 

It did not indicate any ideological commitment on his part towards the Fascism or 

Nazism. The sole objective in Subhas Chandra's life and thinking was his country's 

independence - national independence. One of the greatest patriots of the world of all times. 

he was stooped to wrest India's freedom from the British and restore her natinal sovereignty 

from her present abject condition of colonial subjection by means of an uncompromising 

militant struggle against the British. 

According to Subhas Chandra, the making of a nation depends on the basic structure 

of national consciousness. And in his eyes national consciousness or national unity involves 

not only political unity but also cultural unity - the two are inseparable. He separated 

culture irom the religious linkage and raised it to a scientific plain by making it free from the 

invidious distinction of caste, sect, creed, class race, religion, sex, age and privilege. It 

should also be fi-ee from parochialism, provincialism, fanaticism and communalism. In this 

light, he hoped that cultural unity would create a political and socio-economic 

consciousness, a spirit of scientific liberalism and an ardour of nationalism. The 

fundamental basis of rapproachment between different communities, according to him. lies 



in cultural exchange and approachment, and education played a vital role in fostering 

cultural unity. 

There should be, according to him, a system of national secular education, modem 

and scientific in nature. The new system of education should be determined in consideration 

of India's national history, national heritage, national aim and national characteristics. 

There should be no role of missionaries in this education. Emphasis should be on vocational 

education and scientific and technological education; cultural autonomy will have to be 

ensured not for different linguistic areas but for national welfare, and love for the country 

and the people should be the basis as a whole. The concept of Pan-Indianism or national 

unity should be the sole criterion of syllabi. This was the basic objective in his educational 

policy whether as the Principal of the National school, Calcutta or as the Municipal 

Administrator. Even in his educational policy of the Provisional Government he followed 

the same policy as we shall find the Chapter III of this work. 

Bose's ideal of secularism was indispensably connected with his concept of 

nationalism. As he saw that the psychological basis of Indian nationalism and Swaraj was 

national unity or communal unity, the communal problem was to him the greatest obstacle 

on the way. Hence he preached the gospel of Pan-Indian brotherhood and fought 

relentlessly for Hindu-Muslim unity and held that without Hindu-Muslim unity all attempts 

to gain our ends would be frustrated. He strongly condemned the idea of separate 

electorates as a deliberate and artificial creation of the British 'Divide and Rule Policy' to 

drive a wedge between the Hindus and the Muslims in order to break the backbone of the 

national movement. 

Bose's faith in Pan-Indianism was also a matter of ideological conviction. He 

believed in the equality of all religions and his creed was religious catholocity and 

toleration. 

He strongly espoused, as we have seen above, a secular, and scientific national 

education as an effective means to achieve religious harmony and fraternity. This could also 

be achieved through cultural synthesis. In Bose's eyes, the Hindus and the Muslims did not 



cherish any separate identity at the cultural level. Despite religious differences there was no 

obstacle to cultural synthesis and unity between them. In fact, according to him the factor of 

religion has never been any determinating factor in Indian history. 

In this philosophy of history, we find the basic cosmopolitian and secular outlook of 

Subhas who found both in Hindu and ^le. Islamic culture a contributory factor to Indian 

civilisation. 

The same secular mentality and policy were surely reflected in Netaji's ideals and 

activities during the FIC/INA phases which has been discussed in Chapter V. 

It did not, however, mean that Netaji had no faith in God or he was irreligious. He 

had deep faith in God and he prayed to him everyday for his blessings but that was entirely a 

private matter. He instructed his countrymen whether his fellow workers at home or abroad 

- even in the INA battle field that India is a land where all people should live together with 

their respective religions, if any, in private life without the least demonstration in public. He 

also warned that "religious difference should not bring social difference in the Indian 

society. Religion must not get entry in schools and colleges, in state affairs of 

administration, legislation, judician system.""* 

Thus in the context Netaji's ideas of nationalism and secularism, we find that the 

pivot of his philosophy was his faith in mankind. He believed in the equality of all religions 

because he stood for equality, justice and fairplay for mankind. Thus element of humanism 

fonned the basis of his ideal of secularism. 

Subhas Chandra's basic faith was in democracy, but his ideas of democracy were not 

conventional. New India, immediately after her freedom, would, according to Subhas 

Chandra, face multifarious problems. Anti-national and disruptive elements which were 

bound to raise their heads on the morrow of freedom, were to be suppressed. Last vestiges 

of British imperialism were to be completely wiped out and their recrudescence was to be 

prevented. National unity was to be preserved. And finally the government was to solve 

gigantic problems like national defence, poverty, unemployment, education, agricultural and 

industrial development etc. 



As these Herculean tasks were too challenging to be solved by a nascent democratic 

government, Subhas Chandra did not want to start with democracy at the beginning. 

Moreover, for efficient and successful functioning of democracy, he thought that the people 

must have adequate training. Until this intellectual and political training of the people was 

completed, Subhas Chandra wanted to leave the charge of affairs in the hands of a strong 

centralised government. He used different expressions to describe this iron rule to 

consolidate India's national unity and security - sometimes as a military autocracy, 

sometimes as an authoritarian government, sometimes as a dictatorship. 

For using these terms he was described by his critics like Hugh Toye, Gwynne or 

K.P.Menon, as a dictator. "He certainly was inclined towards dictatorship and would have 

established one - in India given a half chance." 

But this allegation is quite unjust, unfair and in fact unfounded. Netaji did not want 

to establish a military dictatorship in India permanently. It was only to be a stop-gap 

arrangement for India's law and order, security, peace and stability in the period of 

transition. As soon as law and order were restored, the political condition was favourable 

and the people's training completed, it was voluntarily to step down and hand over power to 

the people. Thus it was not an end by itself but only a means to an end - "... the only 

means of holding India together and preventing chaos when the Indians are free and are 

thrown entirely on their own resources .... A strong central government with dictatorial 

powers for some years to come in order to put India on her feet."' 

"He saw it clearly", aptly observes Lothan Frank, "that the Indian nation which was 

composed of different racial and religious groups holding different ethical and moral values 

could only be integrated fully and assured of a happy fiiture when all these elements could 

be brought within a free society under a certain authority."^ 

Even Bose's critic Hugh Toye said that "Bose saw a strong Central Government 

settling down to the accomplishment of a great social and industrial revolution in India and 

then handing over after perhaps twenty years to the processes of democracy."^ 



Thus his ultimate goal was democracy. "Free India", he declared "will be a social 

and political democracy."^ Accordingly, he envisaged that after the transfer of power to the 

people a Constituent Assembly should be summoned, a national or popular constitution be 

framed and a government should be formed on the basis of adult suffrage, with proper 

amount of decentralisation of power and enough responsibility for provincial governments 

with the ultimate goal of an Independent Federal Republic. The Constitution, he said "will 

be prefaced by a Declaration of Rights guaranteeing the fundamental rights of the people 

and will establish a full national sovereignty."^ 

We find the same image of a strong, efficient and democratic administrator in his 

I.N.A. administration. For this we have to depend mainly on his colleagues" writings and 

Netaji's statements besides the evidence of historical actuality. This matter will be 

discussed in Chapter II in details and it will suffice to note that Netaji always took particular 

care to put his Cabfaet colleagues at case by avoiding all signs of impatience, intolerance or 

resentment on question of even divergent approaches. In all essential matters he carried his 

government^nd-tris I.N.A. associate^with him - for example (i) movement of the I.N.A. 

from Singapore to Burma, (ii) renaming of Andaman and Nicobar. (iii) appointment of a 

Cabinet Committee to report on the method of national unification in dress, food, greetings. 

ceremonies etc. (iv) shifting of the Headquarters of the government from Malaya to Burma. 

(v) creation of more ministries to intensify the total mobilisation programme, (vi) the 

granting of awards to those who sacrificed their all for the same of their country, (vii) 

establishment of the Azad Hind Government's sovereignty in the areas liberated from the 

British occupation in India. 

According to Ayer^Netaji never believed in confronting his colleagues with a fait 

accompli and then wrangling their unwilling approval." 

This view is shared by Netaji's other colleagues like Col. A.C.Chatterjee and Mrs. 

Lakshmi Sehgal. According to Chatterjee "'Netaji always stressed upon the practical 

development of love and respect between the men and officers of all denominations." 



Mrs. Sehgal observed that "we do not have a one-man dictatorship. We are all fellow 

fighters in the same field."'^ 

This clearly proves that Netaji was absolutely a democrat in his I.N.A. 

administration. Hence it is simply ridiculous to find the unfounded allegations of 

dictatorship in this matter against him - as for example, Toye's opinion that Netaji 

converted his I.N.A. government into a dictatorship, the Cabinet being subordinated to it. In 

fact, the I.N.A. government under him was based on the joint responsibility of Netaji and the 

Cabinet. The Provisional Government was, in its very inception, envisaged by Netaji to be a 

national and democratic agency of the Indian people, meant only for ushering in the 

country's independence. Thus, in his proclamation on the fonnation of the Provisional 

Government, Netaji said, "until a permanent National government of Azad Hind is set up on 

the Indian soil, the Provisional Government will administer the affairs of the country in trust 

for the Indian People." .... It will make room for a permanent government to be set up in 

India, in accordance with the will of the Indian people."'^ 

Section II 

POLITICAL BACKGROUND 

When Subhas Chandra joined the Indian national movement in 1921. Gandhi was at 

the helm of affairs. But Subhas Chandra was so unimpressed by his first interview with 

Gandhi that he accepted C.R.Das as his political guru, instead of Gandhi. 

Subhas Chandra was strongly opposed to passive resistance, and he advocated active 

resistance. "Satyagraha, as I understand it, is not merely passive resistance, but active 

resistance as well."''^ Passive resistance, according to him, would be completely ineffective. 

In fact, he pointed out, that it had already been proved. "The peaceful meetings. 

processions, and demonstrations that had been held in the last few years, in spite of the 

official ban, showed a spirit of defiance no doubt, and also caused some annoyance to the 



Government. In spite of all our demonstrations and in spite of seventy thousand persons 

having gone to prison.... The Government can still claim : 

(1) that their army is quite loyal; 

(2) that their police forces are quite loyal; 

(3) that the civil administration (collection of revenue and taxes, administration of law 

courts and prisons etc.) is still unimpaired; 

(4) that the life and property of Government officials and their supporters are still quite 

safe; and the Government can still boast that they do not care if the general 

population in India are passively hostile today. ^ 

It is out of this faith in active resistance that Subhas Chandra joined the Swarajya 

Party founded by C.R.Das and Motilal Nehru in 1923 after Gandhi suspended his Non-co-

operation movement in 1922 as a protest against mob violence at Chauri Chaura. The 

essence of the Swarajist Policy was the new plan of non-co-operation - constitutional 

obstruction from within the legislatures. 

Subhas Chandra had his political initiation under Deshbandhu, and his work from 

1921 to 1925 may be regarded as a period of political apprenticeship under his guru. After 

the latter's death in 1925, Subhas Chandra emerged as an independent, mature and vocal 

radical politician. 

He now openly and vociferously demanded complete independence. He hailed the 

Madras Congress resolution for complete independence (1927) and decried the Calcutta 

Congress compromise resolution of 1928 for Dominion Status. "Even if Dominion Status is 

conceded today" he declared "We cannot accept it as a fulfilment of our national demand. 

We stand for independence as our immediate objective.... We are not prepared to lower the 

flag of independence even for one single day." Just as he strongly opposed the Dominion 

Status formula of the Congress, similarly in an equally emphatic manner he opposed the 

Congress policy of compromise, which according to him. was the greatest obstacle in India's 

struggle for freedom. He said that theoretically a compromise between the Congress and the 



British Government was possible but it would mean gain for the British and loss for India. 

because any such compromise involved co-operation with Britain. From the practical point 

of view a compromise was almost impossible, because Britain would not voluntarily hand 

over power to the Indian people. 

He said "A nationalist movement can succeed in paralysing a foreign government 

only when either or all of the following steps are taken : 

(1) Prevention of tax and revenue collection. 

(2) Adoption of measures whereby help from other quarters - whether financial or 

military - may not reach the Government in times of distress. 

(3) Winning over the sympathy and support of the present supporters of the British 

Government in India - that is of the Army, the Police and the Civil Servants - so that 

orders given by the Government for crushing the movement will not be carried out. 

(4) Actual attempt to seize power by force of arms. The last step is to be ruled out. 

because the Congress is pledged to non-violence. But it is nevertheless possible to 

paralyse the present administration and compel it to submit to our demands if we can 

adopt the following measures : 

(a) prevent collection of tax and revenue 

(b) through labour and peasant organisafions prevent all kinds of help from reaching the 

Governments when they are in difficulty 

(c) win the sympathy and support of the Government's own supporters by means of our 

superior propaganda. 

If these three measures are adopted, the governmental machinery can be thrown out 

of gear. In the first place, they will have no money to meet the cost of administration. In the 

second place, the orders they may issue will not be carried out by their own officers. And 

lastly, help sent to the government from other quarters will not reach them. There is no 

royal road to success in winning political freedom. The above three measures have to be 
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adopted in part or in whole if victory is to be achieved. The Congress has failed simply 

because it has not succeeded in giving effect satisfactorily to any of the above three 

measures."'^ 

This v/as Subhas Chandra's revolutionary radicalism. "It expounds in some details 

the new militant polfcy for which Subhas Bose and V.J. Patel appealed in their recent 

pronouncemeiit from Vienna".'^ There was the need, he felt, for a countrywide propaganda, 

and the creation of a new literature for explaining and propagating this new cult and 

programme. And he urged upon the Congress to resume the struggle on the basis of such a 

radical and militant line of action to paralyse the British administration, sever the British 

connection and thereby force the British to accede to their national demand of Swaraj. 

He observed "We are clearly of opinion that as a political leader Mahatma Gandhi 

has failed. The time had therefore come for a radical reorganisation of the Congress on a 

new principle and with a new method. For bringing about this reorganisation, a change of 

leadership is necessary .... If the Congress as a whole can undergo this transformation it 

would be the best course. Failing that, a new party will have to be formed within the 

Congress composed of radical elements. Non-cooperation cannot be given up, but the form 

of non-cooperation will have to be changed into a more militant one to fight for freedom 

waged on all fronts."'^ 

The image of such a new party, to be prepared to give an alternative leadership to 

that of the Congress, we find in the Samyavadi Sangha, 'Mr. Bose's New deal' '"̂  a party 

envisaged by him to be an indispensable necessity for India, for her emancipation and post-

freedom reconstruction, as projected by him in his Friars Hall address (10.6.33, London). 

The Forward Bloc was a child of this process of transformation. The establishment 

of the Forward Bloc in May, 1939, by Subhas Chandra came as the practical'version of the 

Samyavadi Sangha mentioned above, inasmuch as it was conceived and its movement 

conducted largely on the lines of his plan of Samyavadi Sangha. "The immediate objective 

of the Forward Bloc was an uncompromising struggle with British Imperialism for winning 
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India's freedom."̂ *^ It stood for "Swaraj as our birthright.... Complete Independence, not a 

whit less than that."^' 

The method of the Bloc to reach this end was a two-fold one-national and 

international. It stood for a relentless and uncompromising national struggle against the 

British - a revolutionary struggle of non-violent character - by employing all possible 

means to this end, and thereby force the British to transfer power to the Indian people. "It is 

for the Indian people to make an immediate demand for the transference of power.* " 

The Bloc also stood for an intelligent utilisation of the international situation -

exploitation of the international crisis of Britain to the advantage of India, to hasten her 

march towards freedom and thus submit India's National Demand of Swaraj in the form of 

an ultimatum to the British. "How can we save our country from this political rut. utilise the 

international crisis to India's advantage and win freedom for ourselves - this is the supreme 

problem of the hour.̂ "' Nay, if it was necessary, the Bloc was even prepared to join hands 

with the Axis Powers - the enemies of Britain fighting her in the war against Brit^ain. The 

Indian people "should not be hampered by any philosophical notions like Gandhian 

nonviolence or any sentimentalism like Nehru's anti-Axis foreign policy. The Bloc stands 

for a realistic foreign policy."'̂ '* In fact, with this end in view, the Forward Bloc had made a 

contact, as Milan Hauner points out, with Rashbehari Hose and the l.N.A. in Japan"' 

although it did not yield any fruit. 

The foundation of the Forward Bloc would not have been necessary, Subhas Chandra 

points out, had the Congress itself followed this method. But the latter, bereft of- all 

dynamism and eager for compromise, had neither the intention nor the ability for doing so. 

The rosy path of constitutionalism had completely sapped the spirit of resistance of 

the Congress, superseding the original revolutionary spirit of Gandhism. That is why "the 

Right wing had definitely told us that they would not work in co-operation with the Leftists 

in future \nd that a national struggle in near future was out of the question."'^^' Rather 

they would aVoid a struggle which, they held, would pose a threat to their power, and they 
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would impeach the Leftists, whom they feared to be the pioneers of such a struggle. And it 

was all to preserve their peaceful parliamentary life. 

Subhas Chandra strongly criticised this policy of constitutionalism. "Congress 

ministries in the provinces were formed in 1937 and neo-constitutionalism reared its head in 

a menacing form within the Congress in 1938. "Ever since then the main task of Leftism 

has been to fight this 'Frankenstein' created by the Congress itself How to stem this drift 

towards constitutionalism, how to create afresh a revolutionary mentality.... How to 

bring the Congress back to the path of uncompromising national struggle .... These have 

been the main problems for the Leftists since 1938."^^ And it was to give shape to these 

plans that the Forward Bloc was born. For "according to the Forward Bloc.. . A fighting 

mentality is necessary instead of a constitutionalist mentality."^^ 

The bias of these constitutionalists for creating an Indian "Federation under the 

Government of India Act of 1935 was condemned by Subhas Chandra with equal force and 

the Forward Bloc "stood (for an) unrelenting opposition to the federal scheme'"" insisting 

upon the Congress to give an uncompromising opposition to the plan of Federation. 

Thus in this phase we find a new dimension in Bose's militant struggle for freedom -

his conflict with the Rightists, or, the Rightist Vs. Leftist encounter in the Congress, the 

Rightists being headed by Gandhi and the Leftists by Bose. As a result Bose had to fight on 

two fronts : the Congress front and the British front, and his fight against the British was 

largely hindered because of the Rightist opposition, harassment and persecution. Hence, he 

was convinced that it was not possible to wage an all-out militant, uncompromising national 

struggle against the Brifish from within India,? this explains his daring escape from India 

with the sole j^urpose of organizing the national liberation movement on foreign soils - in an 

enemy country of Britain after the outbreak of the second world war. 



Section III 

Parti 

THE MILITARY BACKGROUND 

Bose's original plan was to go to Russia, but since that was not possible, he went 

first to Germany and later from Germany to Japan. He organized the Indian national 

liberation movement in these countries, which reached its culmination in the I.N.A.. 

movement against the Anglo-American bloc under his leadership. It must be made clear at 

the begiiming that he did not by any means contemplate to raise any anti-Congress 

alternative front of national struggle from abroad. Rather, he waged it as a complement to 

the Congress movement at home. He had two objectives. He wanted to promote a 

revolution in India, and for that made frequent broadcasts from Radio Berlin and Radio 

Tokyo for the Indian people, in which he provided something like a plan of revolution in 

India. 

Subhas Chandra's plan was to foment a revolutionary movement within India on the 

basis of Civil Disobedience on the widest scale possible, and, by way of supplementing it. to 

raise a Free India Army in Europe or East Asia out of the Indian POWs, to launch an 

offensive war against Britain in collaboration with the Axis Powers. And this army would 

form the basis of India's future national army. 

He believed that sandwitched between this two-front fight from within India and 

from abroad by the Indian revolutionaries, the British would be forced to quit India." 

Accordingly; Subhas Chandra raised an Indian national liberation movement in Germany 

and East Asia with the help of the Indian prisoners of war who had surrendered to the Axis 

powers. He established the Azad Hind Center in Berlin for organizing the movement and 

formed an Indian Legion or Free India Army for waging the liberation struggle. It did not 

materialise because of the negative attitude of Hitler, and Bose left for Japan in response to 

the invitation of Rashbehari Bose, who was at that time the President of the Indian 

Independence League in Japan and there he took charge of the I.N. A. movement. 
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